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Abstract: Step‑ratio automatic transmission upshift performance can be improved by modulating
the off‑going (OFG) clutch during the inertia phase. In this paper, a static powertrain performance
model is derived and applied for the purpose of numerically efficient, multi‑objective shift control pa‑
rameter optimization for the inertia phase. The optimization is aimed at finding the optimal node pa‑
rameters for simplified, piecewise linear, open‑loop profiles of oncoming (ONC) clutch, OFG clutch,
and engine torque reduction control variables. The performance indices, i.e., the optimization objec‑
tives, include shift comfort, clutch thermal loss, and shift time. The optimization results in 3D Pareto
optimal frontiers, which are then analyzed and compared with those obtained by using the previ‑
ously developed, nonlinear model‑based, genetic algorithm optimization tool. The derived method
is employed in order to develop a static model‑based predictive control (S‑MPC) strategy, which
commands ONC clutch torque control input while retaining open‑loop controls for engine and OFG
clutch control inputs. The S‑MPC strategy aims at providing the prespecified shift time, while the
shift time accuracy is relaxed to some extent by using a control input dead zone element to avoid
chattering effect. The S‑MPC system performance is verified through simulation and comparedwith
the genetic algorithm benchmark. The simulation results demonstrate that the S‑MPC strategy ap‑
proaches the benchmark performance.

Keywords: automotive systems; automatic transmission; shift control; optimization; optimal
control; analysis

1. Introduction
Step‑ratio automatic transmissions (AT), equipped with torque converter, planetary

gear sets, andwet clutches/brakes, are commonly found in conventional but also electrified
powertrains [1,2]. A large number of AT gears (up to 10 for passenger vehicles, nowadays)
introduces new types of shifts, such as multi‑step and double‑transition shifts, which are
more difficult to control [2,3]. This places increased requirements on gear shift control
system in terms of improving shift responsiveness, comfort, and energy efficiency [3].

Current AT shift control systems predominantly rely upon open‑loop‑generated con‑
trol input profiles, whose parameters can effectively be determined by using off‑line con‑
trol parameter optimization (CPO) methods previously applied to conventional single‑
transition shifts [4,5] andmore demanding double‑transition shifts [6,7]. The control input
profiles themselves can be designed based on the insights gained through control trajec‑
tory optimization (CTO), as presented in References [8,9] based on the examples of single‑
and double‑transition shifts, respectively. Although CPO is faster and more straightfor‑
ward than CTO, it still requires significant computational time to find optimal parameters,
which motivates the development of new, simplified optimization approaches.
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The emphasis of AT upshift controller design is usually on the inertia phase, where
the main, oncoming (ONC) clutch torque control action is supplemented by the engine
torque reduction action implemented through a fuel cut or spark retardation control chan‑
nel [1] in order to reduce the uncomfortable output shaft torque overshoot. Since open‑
loop shift control is rarely robust to AT parameter variations, it is usually supplemented
by closed‑loop control actions aimed at tracking the desired ONC clutch slip speed or en‑
gine speed reference to ensure shift duration [1]. Different formulations of closed‑loop
control systems are proposed in the literature, such as PID control [10], robust control [11],
and LPV control [12]. The drawback of thesemethods is that the ONC clutch control action
does not directly account for (and anticipate) the open‑loop engine control action. For bet‑
ter overall performance, more advanced, multi‑input/multi‑output (MIMO) closed‑loop
control strategies can be applied, which are typically based on linear quadratic regulators
(LQR) [13–15] and model predictive controllers (MPC) [16,17]. Although the advanced
MIMO methods offer performance improvements over open‑loop and basic closed‑loop
control strategies, theymay be computationally demanding and require full‑state feedback
that may not be available in application.

During the upshift inertia phase, the ONC clutch and engine torque control inputs
may be augmented by the off‑going (OFG) clutch torque input. The benefit of using OFG
clutch during the inertia phase, i.e., introducing a controlled tie‑up of the two clutches, is
the suppression of output shaft torque oscillation and/or the prevention of the engine flair
at the inertia phase start, as confirmed by bond‑graph analysis in Reference [18] and exper‑
imentally in Reference [19]. It is demonstrated through CTO in Reference [8] and CPO in
Reference [20] that using the OFG clutch either reduces shift time or improves shift com‑
fort at the expense of somewhat increased clutch energy loss. LQR‑based MIMO control
involving the OFG clutch during the inertia phase is considered in References [14,15].

This paper expands on the work presented in Reference [20] by proposing a simpli‑
fied control parameter optimization approach for the upshift inertia phase based on an
analytical, static model of shift objectives. This approach is further employed in order
to formulate a practical, static model‑based model predictive control (S‑MPC) law. The
S‑MPC law utilizes the ONC clutch slip speed feedback signal and commands the ONC
clutch torque capacity based on the static model prediction of the open‑loop engine and
OFG clutch control actions. This constitutes the following main contributions of the paper:
(i) a numerically efficient shift control parameter optimization method based on analyti‑
cal static model of optimization objectives and (ii) a corresponding, simple‑to‑implement,
computationally inexpensive, and robust model predictive control strategy.

The remainder of this paper is organizedas follows. Section 2describes a control‑oriented
powertrain dynamics model including a 10‑speed AT submodel. Section 3 overviews the ge‑
netic algorithm‑based control parameter optimization results for 1–3 upshift based on Ref‑
erence [20]. The static model‑based optimization method is presented in Section 4, while
the corresponding simulation analysis results are given in Section 5. The S‑MPC strategy
is proposed and verified in Section 6. Concluding remarks are given in Section 7.

2. Powertrain Dynamics Model
The mechanical scheme of the considered powertrain and the corresponding control‑

oriented bond graph are shown in Figure 1 [21,22]. A source‑of‑torque element is used
to model the spark ignition engine, where the dependence of torque τe on the accelera‑
tor pedal position pth and the engine speed ωe is established through an experimentally
recorded engine map. The engine rotational dynamics are described by:

Iei
.

ωe = (τe(pth, ωe)− ∆τec)− τi, (1)

where Iei is the total, engine and impellermoment of inertia, ∆τec denotes the engine torque
cutting control input, and τi is the impeller torque.
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The torque converter is represented bynonlinear staticmapsRτ(Rω) andKi(Rω), where
Rω = ωt/ωi = ωt/ωe is the speed ratio, and Rτ = τt/τi and Ki = ωi/

√
τi are the torque ratio

and the capacity factor, respectively. This gives the following torque converter staticmodel
(see Reference [22] and references therein):

τi =
ω2

e

K2
i (Rω)

, (2a)

τt = Rτ(Rω)τi. (2b)

The considered 10‑speedAT gearbox [23] includes four planetary gear sets, four clutches,
and two brakes. A full, sixth‑ordermathematicalmodel of the considered 10‑speedAT [23]
gearbox is derived inReferences [24,25]. When accounting for locked andopen clutch/brake
states for a given single‑transition shift, the following reduced‑order model can be ob‑
tained, which is represented by the bond graph shown in Figure 2 [25,26]:

[
Iin Iio
Iio Iout

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ared

[ .
ωis.
ωos

]
=

[
1 0 −i1 −i2
0 −1 g−1

1 g−1
2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bred


τis
τos

τOFG
τONC

, (3a)

[
ωOFG
ωONC

]
=

[
i1 −g−1

1
i2 −g−1

2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ured

[
ωis
ωos

]
, (3b)

where the gearbox input speed ωis = ωt and the output speed ωos constitutes the state
vector, while the off‑going (OFG) clutch torque τOFG, the oncoming (ONC) clutch torque
τONC, the gearbox input torque τis = τt and the output torque τos form the input vector. The
inertiamatrixAred contains equivalent gearbox input and output inertia Iin and Iout, respec‑
tively, as well as the cross‑coupling inertia Iio. The input matrix Bred contains the equiva‑
lent input/output gear ratios i1, g1 and i2, g2 of the OFG and ONC clutch torque transfer
paths (Figure 2), respectively. It should be mentioned that the bond graph in Figure 2 is
applicable to another common type of AT, which is dual clutch transmission (DCT), with
the main being difference that there is no inertia coupling effect (nor the torque converter
in Figure 1a). Thus, the optimization and control methods proposed in this paper are ap‑
plicable to DCTs, as well.
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TheATmodel further simplifies in the case of a locked torque converter,whereωis = ωi = ωe

and τis = τi = τe − ∆τec hold. The engine rotational dynamics given by Equation (1) become
redundant [25], and the engine‑side inertia Iei is lumped to the torque converter turbine
inertia Iin given in the gearbox state Equation (3a).

A clutch friction model is used to determine the clutch torques τj, j ∈ {OFG, ONC}, in
Equation (3a) based on the clutch slip speedsωj given by Equation (3b). Here, the Karnopp
friction model [27] is used, which is described as [22]:

τj =

{
τf ,slip

(
ωj

)
= τhjTCsgn

(
ωj

)
, for

∣∣ωj
∣∣ ≥ ∆ω

τf ,stick = sat
(

τstick,j, τhjTC

)
, otherwise , (4)

where τhj is the commanded clutch torque capacity, TC = 1 is the normalized Coulomb
friction torque, and τstick,j is the locked clutch element hold torque that is obtained from
slipping clutch and input/output torques [22]. The clutch actuator dynamics are not con‑
sidered (except in a control system robustness test in Section 6) for the sake of simplicity
and in order to establish benchmark performance in a straightforward manner.

The differential reduces the gearbox output speed (ωdo = ωos/id) and provides equal
left and right halfshaft torque τhs = id τos/2 (Figure 1). The halfshafts are modeled by an
equivalent compliant shaft (Figure 1, [21,22]). Details on the driveline and longitudinal
dynamics submodels are given in Reference [7]. Note that a linearized, adhesion‑region
tire model is used, and that the zero amount of road slope and a constant rolling resistance
are assumed.

3. Control Parameter Optimization
The previously developed, genetic algorithm‑based method/tool of AT shift control

parameter multi‑objective optimization (CPO) [5] is employed in order to provide a bench‑
mark for the simplified optimization method and the control strategy proposed in this
paper. The method optimizes the break point parameters of practical, piecewise‑linear AT
control input profiles based on the full, sixth‑order, nonlinear powertrain dynamicsmodel,
as is elaborated upon in Reference [20].

3.1. Problem Formulation
The aimof optimization is to find theONCandOFG clutch capacity and engine torque

reduction profile parameters defined in Figure 3, which minimize the following shift ob‑
jectives [20]:

minJ1
pctrl

= tshi f t, (5a)

minJ2
pctrl

= jRMS =

√√√√√ 1
t f

t f∫
0

..
v2

vdt, (5b)
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minJ3
pctrl

= Eloss =

t f∫
0

∑
j

ωjτjdt, j ∈ {OFG, ONC}, (5c)

which relate to shift time, root‑mean‑square (RMS) vehicle jerk, and clutch energy loss,
respectively, where the jerk j corresponds to the second derivative of vehicle velocity vv
denoted in Figure 1. The optimized control parameters contained in the vector pctrl are
denoted in Figure 3 by blue‑box labels. The control parameters are subject to inequality
constraints corresponding to their limit values, and the optimization is subject to additional
constraints in order to prevent very short torque phase duration and shift time, as well as
to provide zero ONC slip speed in the post‑shift phase (see Reference [20] for more details).
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Figure 3. Definition of the upshift control profiles used in control parameter optimization (CPO).

The following four scenarios are considered, which define the number and type of
control inputs/actuators used in the inertia phase:
1. ONC clutch only,
2. ONC and OFG clutch,
3. ONC clutch and engine torque reduction,
4. ONC and OFG clutch including engine torque reduction.

The shift operating conditions are defined as follows: (i) 1–3 shift is considered as one
of the most demanding upshifts due to the high gear ratio step, (ii) both open and locked
torque converter cases are taken into account, and (iii) the accelerator pedal opening is
fixed to 30% (pth = 0.3) with the initial engine speed set to ωe0 = 2500 rpm.

Note that Figure 3 relates to Scenario 4, where all the three control inputs are used. In
other scenarios, the unused control input(s) are simply omitted. For example, in Scenarios
1 and 3, theOFG clutch is not used, so aOFG2,3 are set to 0, and∆t1 and∆t2 are not optimized.
In all scenarios, shift is initiated at tstart = 0.1 s, and the final time is fixed at tf = 1.5 s.

The optimization problem is solved by applying themulti‑objective genetic algorithm
MOGA‑II incorporatedwithin themodeFRONTIERoptimization environment, which runs
the powertrain dynamics model implemented in Matlab/Simulink [5,20]. In this study,
30 initial designs (generated as a Sobol sequence) and 200 population generations are used,
which gives 6000 evaluations of the objectives given by Equation (5).
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3.2. Optimization Results
The CPO‑obtained Pareto optimal frontiers are shown in Figure 4a,b for the cases

of open and locked torque converters, respectively. In both cases, introducing additional
control inputs during the inertia phase, i.e., engine or OFG clutch torque inputs, moves the
frontier towards the utopia point (0, 0, 0). Introducing the OFG clutch torque control in‑
put allows for shorter shift while retaining shift comfort (vertical move of a Pareto optimal
point for Scenario 1→ 2 and Scenario 3→ 4; for example, from A to B in the latter case as
shown in Figure 4a), or a more comfortable shift in the the same amount of shift time (hor‑
izontal move of a Pareto optimal point). Additionally, reducing the engine torque during
the inertia phase (Scenario 1→ 3 and Scenario 2→ 4) results in cutting the clutches’ energy
loss, and at the same time allows for shorter or more comfortable shift. Unlike 2D Pareto
frontiers belonging to Scenarios 1 and 3, 3D frontiers occur for Scenarios 2 and 4, thus in‑
dicating that all the three shift control criteria are conflicting in the OFG clutch application
scenarios. While the general trends are the same in the cases of locked and open torque
converters, it is worth noting that in the locked torque converter case the performance is
worse as the frontiers are shifted towards higher RMS jerk values, mainly due to the lack
of torque converter‑related damping [20].
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Figure 4. Comparative CPO results for different control scenarios in the case of open (a) and locked
torque converters (b).

Figure 5 shows the comparative time responses that correspond to Pareto optimal
Point A (Scenario 3; dashed line) and Point B (Scenario 4; solid line) denoted in Figure 4a.
The OFG clutch hold torque is negative at the shift start, and it changes its sign once the
ONC clutch becomes the primary torque carrier. As soon as the OFG clutch hold torque
overcomes the OFG clutch torque capacity, the OFG clutch starts slipping, and the inertia
phase begins. Introducing OFG clutch control during the inertia phase results in reducing
the shift time by 9% and the inertia phase duration by 20% (see the dotted blue lines in
Figure 5), whilemaintaining the RMS jerk at roughly the same level (Table 1). This requires
a higher level of ONC clutch torque during the inertia phase (Figure 5c; [20]), which results
in an increased total clutch power loss peak (Figure 5f) and the total clutch energy loss
rises by 4% (Table 1). In both cases, the output shaft speed marginally increases during
the inertia phase, while the engine and input shaft speeds decrease in a linear‑like manner
(see Figure 5b). This results in nearly linear fall of the ONC clutch slip speed.
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converter case.

Table 1. Comparative values of the performance indices corresponding to optimal responses are
shown in Figure 5 and the design points are from Figure 4.

Point jRMS (m/s3) tshift (ms) Eloss (kJ)

A (Scenario 3) 2.64 678 9.4
B (Scenario 4) 2.68 (+1.5%) 619 (−8.7%) 9.76 (+3.8%)

4. Static Model‑Based Optimization
The CPO method relied on a nonlinear powertrain dynamics simulation model to

evaluate the optimization objectives (5). By introducing certain assumptions during the
inertia phase based on the optimal automatic transmission behavior observed in Figure 5,
it is possible to simplify the objective‑calculation model into a static form, thus making
the optimization computationally more efficient compared to CPO. A faster optimization
method can potentially be employed online.

4.1. Model Simplification
In order to facilitate model simplification, certain assumptions are introduced, as de‑

scribed below and depicted in Figure 6. Based on the CPO results from Figure 5, the output
shaft speedmay be considered constant during the inertia phase due to large vehicle inertia
and relatively short shift time:

.
ωos = 0 ⇒ ωos = const., (6)

and it is further denoted as a constant parameter ωosi, which is set to the output shaft speed
value at the beginning of the inertia phase. Similarly, the base engine torque is assumed
to be constant throughout the inertia phase (τe = τei) and set to the engine torque at the
beginning of the inertia phase. The assumption is justified by the relatively short upshift
inertia phase, during which the accelerator pedal is not expected to change significantly
and the variation of engine torque due to engine speed change is modest.
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While accounting for assumption (6), the gearbox model (3a) can be rewritten as:

Iin
.

ωis = τis − i1τOFG − i2τONC, (7a)

τos = − Iio
Iin

τis +

(
i1 Iio
Iin

+
1
g1

)
τOFG +

(
i2 Iio
Iin

+
1
g2

)
τONC. (7b)

Combining Equations (1) and (2b) yields:

τis = τt = Rτ(Rω)
(
τei − ∆τec − Iei

.
ωe

)
(8)

According to the characteristic torque converter responses shown in Figure 7a and
corresponding to the inertia phase of Figure 5, the speed ratio Rω = ωt/ωi does not vary
significantly during the inertia phase. Therefore, it may be assumed that the torque con‑
verter speed ratio Rω and consequently the torque ratio Rτ(Rω) are constant during the in‑
ertia phase. Similarly, based on the responses shown in Figure 7b, onemay assume that for
(a majority of) inertia phase the torque converter acceleration ratio R .

ω =
.

ωis/
.

ωe =
.

ωt/
.

ωi
is constant.
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By substituting the equation
.

ωe =
.

ωis/R .
ω into Equation (8) and inserting the re‑

sulting expression in Equation (7), the following simplified model is obtained in the open
torque converter case:

Ieq
.

ωis = Rτ(τei − ∆τec)− i1τOFG − i2τONC, (9a)

τos = kos,e(τei − ∆τec) + kos,OFGτOFG + kos,ONCτONC, (9b)

where the equivalent input shaft inertia Ieq and the newly introduced output shaft torque
model coefficients read:

Ieq = Iin + Iei
Rτ

R .
ω

,

kos,ONC = 1
g2

+ i2 Iio
Ieq

,

kos,OFG = 1
g1

+ i1 Iio
Ieq

,

kos,e = − Iio Rτ
Ieq

.

(10)

The model corresponding to the locked torque converter case can readily be obtained
from Equations (9) and (10) by inserting R .

ω= 1 and Rτ = 1.
The clutch torques τOFG and τONC, and the engine torque reduction ∆τec can be pro‑

filed as piecewise linear functions (see Figure 5), or, for the sake of simplicity, they can be
fixed to constant values during the inertia phase (Figure 6). Equation (9) indicates that in
the latter case, the output shaft torque τos and the input shaft deceleration

.
ωis are constant

as well.
The constant values of torque converter ratios Rτ and R .

ω have been determined by
averaging the CPO simulation time‑responses throughout the inertia phase (see samples in
Figure 7) and for all Pareto optimal designs of a single shift control scenario (see Figure 4).
The obtained results are represented by minimum, maximum, and mean values given in
Table 2. The mean values are further considered, whereas opting for minimum or maxi‑
mum values was found to only slightly affect the obtained results.

Table 2. Statistics of the average torque converter torque and acceleration ratios during the inertia
phase, related to the CPO‑obtained Pareto optimal designs for different control scenarios.

Scenario Min Rτ

Mean Max Min R .
ω

Mean Max

1 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.14 1.48 1.64
2 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.22 1.51 1.81
3 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.09 1.34 1.61
4 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.11 1.26 1.61

4.2. Definition of Optimization Objectives
The aim is to define proper forms of shift objectives related to those given byEquation (5),

which could be algebraically (statically) expressed in terms of clutch and engine torque
control inputs to be optimized.

4.2.1. Inertia Phase Duration
The upshift inertia phase duration ti can be derived by integrating the input shaft

torque equilibrium Equation (9a) and taking into account the following initial and final
conditions (see Figure 6):

ωis(0) = ωosiγ1,
ωis(ti) = ωosiγ2,

(11)

where
γ1 = (i1g1)

−1 > γ2 = (i2g2)
−1 > 0, (12)
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are the starting (lower; γ1) and ending (higher; γ2) gear ratios. This gives

(γ1 − γ2)ωosi =
1
Ieq

ti∫
0

(i2τONC(t) + i1τOFG(t)− Rτ(τei − ∆τec(t)))dt, (13)

The final expression for the inertia phase duration ti is obtained by solving the inte‑
gral Equation (13) for specified profiles of the control inputs τONC, τOFG, and ∆τec (see
Section 4.3).

4.2.2. Energy Loss in Inertia Phase
The clutch energy loss during the inertia phase is defined by Equation (5c), with tf be‑

ing replaced by ti. By using Equation (3b) and the constantωos =ωosi based on Equation (6),
one obtains

Ei =

ti∫
0

(
τONC(t)

(
i2ωis(t)− g−1

2 ωosi

)
+ τOFG(t)

(
i1ωis(t)− g−1

1 ωosi

))
dt, (14)

where ωis is obtained by integrating Equation (9a):

ωis(t) =
1
Ieq

t∫
0

(Rτ(τei − ∆τec(t))− i2τONC(t)− i1τOFG(t))dt, (15)

4.2.3. Shift Comfort Equivalent
The vehicle jerk cannot be expressed as a static function of control inputs. Therefore,

an inertia bump level metric is introduced as an equivalent of the RMS jerk objective, and
it is defined as the relative increase of mean output shaft torque (τos) with respect to the
target gear output shaft torque γ2τis = γ2Rττe ≈ γ2τei:

ρib =
τos

γ2τei
− 1, (16)

where the mean output shaft torque is obtained by integrating Equation (9b):

τos =
1
ti

ti∫
0

(kos,e(τei − ∆τec(t)) + kos,OFGτOFG(t) + kos,ONCτONC(t))dt, (17)

4.3. Final Expressions for Optimization Objectives
The general expressions defined in Section 4.2 are applied to two specific control input

formulations in order to derive final expressions to be used in the optimization of control
input parameters. The first, simple formulation relies on the assumption of constant con‑
trol inputs throughout the upshift inertia phase (see Figure 6). In the second formulation,
the OFG clutch is described by a piecewise linear profile (see CPO setup and results given
in Figures 3 and 5, respectively), while the ONC clutch torque and the engine torque re‑
duction profiles are still assumed to be constant.

4.3.1. Constant Control Inputs
The presumably constant control inputs during the inertia phase (Figure 6) are de‑

noted as τONCi, τOFGi, and ∆τeci. In this case, Equation (13) has the following solution for
inertia phase duration:

ti =
Ieq(γ1 − γ2)ωosi

i2τONCi + i1τOFGi − Rτ(τei − ∆τeci)
, (18)
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The total clutch energy loss is obtained by solving Equation (14) and accounting for
Equation (18) and rearranging, which yields

Ei = (γ1 − γ2)ωosi
ti
2 (i2τONCi − i1τOFGi)

=
(γ1−γ2)

2 Ieqω2
osi

2
i2τONCi−i1τOFGi

i2τONCi+i1τOFGi−Rτ(τei−∆τeci)

(19)

Finally, the inertia bump index is obtained from Equations (16) and (17) as

ρib =
1

γ2

kos,e(τei − ∆τeci) + kos,OFGτOFGi + kos,ONCτONCi

τei
− 1 (20)

4.3.2. Piecewise Linear Profile of Off‑Going Clutch Torque Control Input
By following the CPO formulation (Figure 3, [20]), the OFG clutch torque control in‑

put profile can bemade piecewise linear for improved performance. According to Figure 8,
the applied profile includes two break points, and it is defined by four parameters: τOFG0,
τOFG1, t1, and t2. The other two control inputs are kept at the constant levels τONCi and∆τeci.
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Solving Equation (13) for the control input profiles defined in Figure 8 gives the fol‑
lowing final expression for inertia phase duration:

ti =
(γ1 − γ2)Ieqωosi +

i1
2 (τOFG0t1 + τOFG1t2)

i2τONCi − Rτ(τei − ∆τeci)
. (21)

Solving Equation (14) and rearranging yields the total clutch energy loss formula
given in Appendix A as Equation (A1). Finally, based on Equations (16) and (17), the
following final expression is obtained for the inertia bump index:

ρib =
kos,e(τei − ∆τeci) + kos,ONCτONCi +

kos,OFG(τOFG0t1+τOFG1t2)(i2τONCi−Rτ(τei−∆τeci))
2(γ1−γ2)Ieqωosi+i1(τOFG0t1+τOFG1t2)

γ2τei
− 1, (22)

4.4. Optimization Framework
The optimization is aimed at finding the optimal control input parameters

p =


[

τONCi τOFGi ∆τeci

]
, for constant control inputs[

τONCi ∆τeci τOFG0 τOFG1 t1 t2

]
, for piecewise linear profile of τOFG

whichminimize either the inertia phase duration ti or the total clutch energy loss Ei, subject
to equality constraint on inertia bump ratio and inequality constraints related to parameter
bounds. Thus, the optimization problem is defined as

p = argmin ti or, (23)
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p = argmin Ei, (24)

subject to :
pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax

ρib = ρibR.
,

The optimization objectives ti and Ei, and the inertia bump constraint ρib are defined
by Equations (18)–(20) in the case of constant control inputs, and Equations (21), (22) and
(35) in the case of the piecewise linear profile of τOFG. Note that in the latter case, the
additional constraint t1 < t2 is applied to comply with the profile definition in Figure 8.
The values of the control parameter limits pmin and pmax are given in Section 5.

Solving theminimum time andminimum energy loss optimization problems (23) and
(24), respectively, for different levels of the inertia bump ratio targets ρibR results in a pair of
boundary 2D Pareto frontiers. They edge a 3D Pareto frontier, which would be a solution
of the optimization problem concerning minimization of all the three objectives (ti, Ei, and
ρib), and as such, it would reflect the CPO 3D Pareto frontiers shown in Figure 4.

The above formulation falls in the category of constrained nonlinear optimization
problems. The problem is solved in MATLAB by using a sequential quadratic program
(SQP) algorithm implemented through function fmincon.

4.5. Algebraic Analysis for Constant Control Input Case
An algebraic analysis is conducted in order to better understand the influence of OFG

clutch torque modulation during the inertia phase on the shift performance and facilitate
understanding of optimization results from Sections 3 and 5. In order to enable algebraic
analysis, only the constant control input case is considered, and it is assumed that (i) the
torque converter is locked (Rτ = 1 and R .

ω = 1) and (ii) the inertia coupling is negligible
(Iio = 0).

4.5.1. Inertia Phase Duration
By expressing the ONC clutch torque τONC based on Equation (9b) and inserting it in

Equation (18) as the constant control input τONCi dependent on the constant output torque
τosi, the inertia phase duration can be expressed as:

ti =
(γ1 − γ2)(Iin + Iei)ωosi

−τei + ∆τeci +
τosi
γ2

− γ1−γ2
γ1γ2

τOFGi
g1

, (25)

The following inequalities, related to the denominator terms of Equation (25), hold
for an upshift:

τosi > γ2τei > γ2(τei − ∆τeci), (26a)
τOFGi

g1
< 0, (26b)

where Equation (26a) reflects the fact that the output shaft torque is greater during the
inertia phase than in the new (higher) gear (i.e., the inertia bump occurs; see Figure 5),
while Equation (26b) relates to the occurrence of OFG clutch power recirculation during
the upshift inertia phase, as proven and discussed in Reference [20].

Based on Equation (25) and conditions (26) and (12), it is evident that increase of the
OFG clutch torque τOFGi results in a decrease of the inertia phase duration ti, i.e., in a
faster shift. Similarly, the higher the engine torque reduction level ∆τeci > 0, the shorter is
the inertia phase. Finally, increasing the output shaft torque target τosi, i.e., allowing for
the higher inertia bump, results in a shorter inertia phase. These findings are in agreement
with the CPO results given in Section 3 and the bond graph analysis results presented in
Reference [20].
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4.5.2. Total Clutch Energy Loss
Expressing theONCclutch torque fromEquation (18) and substituting it in Equation (19),

together with τOFGi = 0 (no OFG clutch control, Scenarios 1 and 3), yields the following
expression for clutch energy loss

Ei = (γ1 − γ2)
2 (Iin + Iei)ω

2
osi

2
+ (γ1 − γ2)(τei − ∆τeci)

ωosi
2

ti. (27)

It follows from Equation (27) and Equation (12) that in Scenario 1, where ∆τeci = 0, the
energy loss falls with the decrease in inertia phase duration ti or base engine torque τei.
This means that the energy loss and inertia phase duration are not conflicting criteria, thus
explaining the 2D form of the Pareto frontier observed in Figure 4 for Scenario 1. Addi‑
tionally, Equation (27) points out that the engine torque reduction, applied in Scenario 3,
decreases the energy loss and that in the case of full engine torque reduction (∆τeci = τei),
the energy loss does not depend on the inertia phase duration ti.

For Scenarios 2 and 4 (OFG clutch control applied, τOFGi ̸= 0), after expressing the
clutch torques τONC = τONCi and τOFG = τOFGi from the system of Equations (9b) and (18),
inserting these torques in Equation (19), and rearranging, one obtains

Ei =
(

γ2
1 − γ2

2

) (Iin + Iei)ω
2
osi

2
+ (−2τosi + (τei − ∆τeci)(γ1 + γ2))

ωosi
2

ti. (28)

The first right‑hand‑side term of Equation (28) corresponds to the change in input
kinetic energy, which is positive based on Equation (12). The second right‑hand‑side term
of Equation (28) indicates that the energy loss is lower for shorter inertia phases (lower ti),
if the following condition is satisfied:

τei − ∆τeci > Kτosi, (29)

with
K =

2
γ1 + γ2

,

otherwise, the energy loss becomes higher for shorter inertia phases.
If no engine torque reduction is considered (Scenario 2, ∆τeci = 0), then the boundary

output shaft torque τos,l, above which the energy loss increases for shorter inertia phase,
i.e., the condition (29) becomes invalid, equals τos,l = τei/K. By inserting this equation into
Equation (16) and accounting for the 1–3 upshift gear ratio values [20]: γ1 = 4.70 and
γ2 = 2.18⇒K = 0.29, one obtains the corresponding, lower‑boundary inertia bump level:

ρib,l = (Kγ2)
−1 − 1 =

1
2

(
γ1

γ2
− 1

)
= 0.58 = 58%

The actual values of the inertia bump in Scenario 2 are typically higher than 58% for
fast shifts due to the high gear ratio step γ1/γ2 = 2.16, and the condition (29) is rarely
satisfied, thus meaning that the energy loss Ei typically increases with the shortening of
the inertia phase duration ti. In other words, Ei and ti do represent conflicting criteria, and
a 3D Pareto frontier is obtained for shorter shift times, as observed in Figure 4 for Scenario
2. On the other hand, the inertia bump would fall below 58% for a long inertia phase,
thus leading to the reduction of the pareto Frontier to 2D form in the region of slow shifts
(Figure 4).

For Scenario 4 and the case of full engine torque reduction (∆τeci = τei), which often
occurs for energy efficiency reasons (Section 3), the left‑hand side of condition (29) becomes
zero. Therefore, condition (29) is never satisfied, and the energy loss is always higher for
shorter inertia phases, thus giving the Pareto frontier a distinctive 3D form (Figure 4). The
energy loss from Scenarios 2 and 4 is analyzed in more detail in Reference [28], including
vehicle demonstration results that confirm the analysis.
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5. Optimization Results and Performance Analysis
This section first presents the static model‑based optimization results. The optimized

control inputs are then applied within the control‑oriented nonlinear simulation model
from Section 2, and the obtained control performance is compared with the CPO bench‑
mark results from Section 3.

5.1. Optimization Results
Static model‑based optimization results are obtained by solving the minimum time

andminimum energy loss optimization problems given by Equations (23) and (24), respec‑
tively. The optimizations are executed for inertia bump level targets ρibR ranging from 0
to 2.5 in the steps of 0.05. The 1–3 upshift is considered, with the output shaft speed and
the engine base torque set to ωosi = 592 rpm and τei = 187 Nm, respectively (Figure 5).

5.1.1. Constant Control Inputs
In the case of constant control input (Figure 6), optimization has been performed for

both open and locked torque converter cases. The control parameter constraints are given
in Table 3, and they are based on the limit values observed in CPO results (Figure 4; see
e.g., Figure 5), in order to obtain realistic/feasible results in the simplified, static model‑
based optimization.

Table 3. Control parameter constraints for constant control input case.

Constraints

0 Nm ≤ τONCi ≤ 1000 Nm
20 Nm ≤ τOFGi ≤ 70 Nm
0 Nm ≤ ∆τeci ≤ τei

The obtained Pareto frontiers are shown in Figure 9. In Scenario 1 (triangles) and
Scenario 3 (diamonds), minimum‑time (black line) andminimum‑energy loss frontiers (red
dashed line) coincide with each other. This confirms that in these scenarios the energy loss
objective does not conflict with the inertia phase duration objective (cf. analysis results
related to Equation (27) and CPO results in Figure 4).

In Scenario 2 (squares), the minimum time and minimum energy loss frontiers are
equivalent to each other only for low inertia bump levels ρibR (i.e., large inertia phase du‑
rations ti), for which the condition (29) is satisfied. Otherwise, the frontiers bound a 3D
Pareto frontier section, which is in agreement with the CPO results observed in Figure 4
and the algebraic analysis results given in Section 4. Note that the 3D frontier lower border
corresponds to the inertia bump level ρib,l = 0.58 established in Section 4.

In Scenario 4 (circles in Figure 9) the minimum time andminimum energy loss Pareto
frontiers do not coincide with each other at any inertia bump level, thus forming a fully
3D overall Pareto frontier. This is because, in this scenario (and the full engine torque re‑
duction case), the condition (29) is never satisfied, as discussed in Section 4. As a further
confirmation of concurring CPO and simplified optimization results, it is worth noting
that in the open torque converter case (Figure 9a) the control performance is better [i.e.,
the frontiers are closer to the utopia point (0, 0, 0)] than in the locked torque converter case
(Figure 9b; cf. Figure 4). When compared to the CPO approach, the static optimization ap‑
proach reduces the computational time from approximately 1 h for 6000 genetic algorithm
evaluations to approximately 2 min.

The optimized shift control inputs are shown in Figure 9c,d. The ONC clutch torque
generally grows with the increase of inertia bump level, i.e., decrease of inertia phase du‑
ration. This confirms the observations related to Equation (25). For the minimum time
frontier, the OFG clutch torque is saturated at the maximum value (70 Nm herein, Table 3)
and the ONC clutch torque levels are high. Hence, the clutches fight each other, and a
negative power recirculation occurs via the OFG clutch [20]. The minimum energy loss
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frontier is obtained by lowering the OFG clutch torque to its low‑limit value (20 Nm), i.e.,
by minimizing the power recirculation. Note that there is an exception to this finding,
which is related to Scenario 2 and where, in the region of satisfied condition (29) (i.e., for
low inertia bump level), the minimum energy loss and minimum time frontiers are coin‑
cident with each other and obtained by using the maximum OFG clutch torque needed to
achieve short shift time.
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The engine torque reduction action, applied in Scenarios 3 and 4, is fully utilized in
both the minimum time and minimum energy loss cases (net engine torque τei—∆τeci is
zero), which confirms the analytical finding from Section 4 that reducing the engine torque
is beneficial for reducing both shift time and energy loss.

5.1.2. Piecewise Linear Profile of Off‑Going Clutch Torque Control Input
In the case of a piecewise linear OFG clutch torque profile (Figure 8), optimization

has been conducted for the nominal, open torque converter case and 1–3 upshift. The
control parameter constraints are given in Table 4, and they are again based on the control
parameter ranges observed in the CPO results. A linear OFG clutch torque profile is also
considered as a special case of the piecewise profile in Figure 8, which is obtained by setting
t1 = t2 and τOFG1 = 0.

Table 4. Control parameter constraints for case of piecewise linear OFG clutch torque profile.

Constraints

0 Nm ≤ τONCi ≤ 1000 Nm
20 Nm ≤ τOFG0 ≤ 70 Nm
10 Nm ≤ τOFG1 ≤ 35 Nm
0 Nm ≤ ∆τeci ≤ τei
50 ms ≤ t1 ≤ 0.4ti
100 ms ≤ t2 ≤ 0.8ti

t1 ≤ t2

Figure 10 shows the Pareto frontiers corresponding to Scenarios 3 and 4. The lowest
energy loss and slowest shift frontier corresponds to Scenario 3, where the OFG clutch
torque is forced to zero. On the other hand, the fastest shift is represented by theminimum
time frontier of Scenario 4, related to constant OFG clutch torque profile (circles). Applying
the linear (squares) and piecewise linear profiles of OFG clutch torque (triangles) results
in lower energy loss but a slower shift when compared to the constant OFG clutch torque
profile. The shift is still faster than in Scenario 3, with comparable levels of energy loss,
which confirms the effectiveness of using optimally controlled OFG clutch.
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5.2. Simulation‑Based Performance Analysis
The inertia phase control parameters obtained using staticmodel‑based parameter op‑

timization (S‑CPO)were appliedwithin simulations of the nonlinear powertrain dynamics
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model from Section 2 in order to calculate values of the objectives (5) considered in CPO for
the overall shift (not only the inertia phase). This provides a direct comparison between the
CPO and S‑CPO results. Note that the S‑CPO torque phase control profiles were adopted
from the corresponding CPO results. The S‑MPC ONC clutch torque discontinuity at the
transition from the torque phase to the inertia phase was smoothed out by applying the
torque rate limit used in the torque phase CPO formulation (Figure 3).

Figure 11 compares the CPO results (squares) and S‑CPO results related to the mini‑
mum time (circles) and minimum energy loss boundary frontiers (diamonds), which were
obtained for different profiles of control inputs, the open torque converter case, and a full‑
control scenario (Scenario 4). These plots indicate that the results of numerically efficient
S‑CPO approach the CPO benchmark results. Generally, using the constant OFG clutch
torque profile (blue‑edged circles) gives the lowest RMS jerk at the expense of the highest
energy loss. This is due to the stronger activity of the constant OFG clutch torque profile
in S‑CPO compared to the piecewise linear profile in CPO. On the other hand, applying
the linear and piecewise linear control profiles (red‑ and black‑edged circles, respectively)
results in a better‑balanced overall S‑CPO performance, which is in good agreement with
the CPO benchmark performance.
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6. Static Model‑Based Predictive Control
The optimization results presented in the previous section have shown that it is possi‑

ble to obtain control performance close to the CPO benchmark by relying on simple, static
model‑described objectives. In this section, the static model is used for derivation of an
on‑line ONC clutch predictive control law (S‑MPC). The engine and OFG clutch torque
represent the auxiliary open‑loop control inputs, which can be profiled based on CPO or
S‑CPO results and which are anticipated by the model predictive controller.

6.1. Control System Design
6.1.1. Basic Control Law

Figure 12 illustrates the proposed static model‑based predictive control (S‑MPC). The
control law derivation is based on the assumption that at a given time instance k during
the inertia phase, a constant ONC clutch torque control is applied all over the prediction
horizon that corresponds to the remaining inertia phase duration. That is, the prediction
horizon includes the instants k, k + 1, . . . ,Nf, where Nf = ti/Ts represents the length of the
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inertia phase expressed in terms of the number of sampling steps, where the sampling
time is denoted by Ts. Note that as the time progresses, the prediction horizon becomes
narrower and diminishes at the end of inertia phase.
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The constant ONC clutch torque magnitude τ∗
ONC(k), required to complete the iner‑

tia phase at the desired end time ti, is determined by assuming a linear fall of ONC clutch
slip speed from its measured value at the step k, ωONC(k), towards zero at the final step
Nf (Figure 12). The linear shape of ONC clutch slip speed is motivated by the CPO results
shown in Figure 5 and discussed in Section 3. The control law for τ∗

ONC(k) anticipates a
priori knowledge, i.e., open‑loop determined engine and OFG clutch control input pro‑
files over the prediction horizon, τe(t) and τOFG(t), respectively. Repeating the calculation
process in all of the subsequent sampling steps and applying the determined control input
τ∗

ONC(k) at the current sampling step results in anMPC‑like feedback control action, which
continuously corrects the ONC clutch torque command during the shift in order to satisfy
the required inertia phase duration ti.

Herein, the piecewise linear open‑loop command of the engine torque, shown in
Figure 12, is determined by a constant torque reduction ∆τeci, which linearly ceases to‑
wards the end of the inertia phase, starting from the step N3 (cf. CPO profiles in Figure 3).
The piecewise linear profile of the OFG clutch torque, shown in Figure 12, is based on the
profile given in Figure 8, and it is defined by the parameters τOFG0, τOFG1, N1, and N2.

For the assumed linear ONC clutch slip speed profile and a constant output shaft
speed ωos [see Equation (6)], the input shaft speed profile is linear, as well. That is, the
input shaft acceleration is constant, and it can be obtained by taking the time derivative of
Equation (3b):

.
ωis,i(k) = − ωONC(k)

i2
(

N f − k
)

Ts

, (30)

The constantONCclutch torque command τ∗
ONC(k) is obtainedby integratingEquation (9a)

over the prediction horizon [kTs, NfTs] and accounting for Equation (30) (see the control
law block diagram shown in Figure 13):

τ∗
ONC =

1
i2


Rτ

∫ N f Ts

kTs
τe(t)dt(

N f − k
)

Ts︸ ︷︷ ︸
τe,p(k)

−
i1
∫ N f Ts

kTs
τOFG(t)dt(

N f − k
)

Ts︸ ︷︷ ︸
τOFG,p(k)

+
Ieq

i2
(

N f − k
)

Ts

ωONC(k)

 (31)

where the first and second right‑hand side terms correspond to the engine torque mean
value anticipation τe,p and the OFG clutch torque mean value anticipation τOFG,p, respec‑
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tively. For the open‑loop torque profiles defined in Figure 12, the final solutions for these
two terms read:

τe,p(k) =


Rτ

(
τei + ∆τeci

2k−N f −N3

2(N f −k)

)
, for k ≤ N3

Rτ

(
τei − ∆τeci

2
N f −k

N f −N3

)
, otherwise

(32)

τOFG,p(k) =


i1
2 τOFG0

(N1−k)2

N1(N f −k)
+ i1

2 τOFG1
N1 N2−k2

N1(N f −k)
, for k ≤ N1

i1
2 τOFG1

(N2−k)2

(N2−N1)(N f −k)
, for N1 < k ≤ N2

0, otherwise

(33)

Note that for the last prediction step (k = Nf), the difference term Nf − k, which is
present in denominators of Equation (31) is set to 1 (rather than zero) in order to avoid the
equation singularity.
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In order to account for the delay due to sampling and the ZOH process (Ts/2, [29]) as
well as possible actuation delays (Tp), the ONC clutch slip speed correction

(
ω∗

ONC
)
should

be used in Equation (31) instead of themeasured one (ωONC). The corrected signal is again
obtained by assuming the linearly falling slip speed [cf. Equation (30) and see Figure 13]:

ω∗
ONC(k) = ωONC(k)−

ωONC,0

NmaxTs

(
Ts

2
+ Tp

)
, (34)

where ωONC,0 is the ONC clutch slip speed sampled at the start of inertia phase.

6.1.2. Control Signal Difference Dead Zone
The ONC slip speed feedback control gain term K(k), designated in Figure 13, evi‑

dently increases as the prediction horizon diminishes (i.e., when k approaches Nf). This
can cause the effect of relative or even absolute instability of the control system near the
end of the inertia phase. Furthermore, in an early stage of the inertia phase, the discrete‑
time closed‑loop control system pole can assume large negative real values for realistic
sampling time values (e.g., 10 ms), thus causing high‑frequency oscillation known as the
ringing effect [29]. These effects are illustrated in Appendix B by a root‑locus analysis.

In order to suppress instability and ringing effects, the control command τ∗
ONC(k)

given by Equation (31) is modified by applying the control signal difference dead zone ele‑
ment, as shown in Figure 13. The dead zone element blocks the control command τ∗

ONC(k)
and applies the previous command τONC(k − 1) if the difference τ∗

ONC(k)− τONC(k − 1)
is within the dead zone threshold ∆τONCs,l (Figure 13). In this way the controller gain is
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temporarily reduced to zero, which provides a stabilizing effect at the expense of introduc‑
ing an allowable deviation from the target inertia phase duration ti = NfTs. The dead zone
threshold is determined as the difference between the exact/original command and the
one related to the maximum allowable deviation of the inertia phase duration. Based on
Equation (31), one obtains the following expression for time‑varying dead zone threshold:

∆τONCs,l(k) =

 1(
N f − k

)
Ts

− 1

λs,l

(
N f − k

)
Ts

 Ieq

i22
ω∗

ONC(k), (35)

where λl > 1 and λs < 1 represent the tunable factors that determine the allowed lower and
upper inertia phase duration deviation, respectively. They are tuned to λl = 1.1 and λs = 0.9
herein as a good trade‑off between the chattering suppression efficiency and allowable
inertia phase duration control error (+/−10%).

6.2. Simulation Verification Results
The S‑MPC strategy is implementedwithin the nonlinear powertrain simulationmodel

and compared with the CPO benchmark results for the full‑control scenario (Scenario 4),
open torque converter case, and 1–3 upshift. The open‑loop control profiles of the engine
and OFG clutch torque, as well as the torque phase control inputs, were adopted from the
corresponding CPO results. The S‑MPC law target inertia phase duration was equated
with the one corresponding to the CPO solution. The sampling time was set to Ts = 10 ms.

The performance plot shown in Figure 14 indicates that the Pareto frontier obtained
by the on‑line S‑MPC strategy (circles) is comparable with the off‑line CPO benchmark
(squares). The S‑MPC strategy even reduces the RMS jerk and energy loss for fast shifts to
some extent, which is due to its ability to freely shape the ONC clutch torque, as opposed
to piecewise linear CPO profiles. This is illustrated by the comparative time responses
given in Figure 15 for the S‑MPC and CPO designs designated by red and magenta circles
in Figure 14, as well as the corresponding performance indices listed in Table 5.
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for the perturbed AT model, while the open-loop CPO control is sensitive to AT parameter 

Figure 15. Comparative S‑MPC and CPO time responses corresponding to designs designated in
Figure 14.

Table 5. Comparative S‑MPC and CPO performance indices corresponding to designs designated in
Figure 14.

tshift (ms) ti (ms) Eloss (kJ) jRMS (m/s3)

CPO 619 268 9.76 2.69
S‑MPC 625 (+1%) 272 (+1.5%) 9.85 (+1%) 2.62 (−3%)

Figure 16 illustrates the effect of introducing the dead zone element in the S‑MPC strat‑
egy in Figure 13. In the absence of a dead zone element, the ONC clutch torque command
exhibits certain ringing at the start of the inertia phase and chattering/instability towards
the end of inertia phase (Figure 16b). This is manifested in increased jerk peaks at the start
and end of the inertia phase (Figure 16d), and also in closing the ONC clutch too early
(Figure 16c). When applying the dead zone element, the overall response is dampened
since the dead zone element intermittently sets the feedback gain K to zero (Figure 16e).
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Another key feature of the S‑MPC strategy is that it incorporates the feedback path
through the ωONC signal (Figure 13), which makes it robust with respect to disturbances
(including parameter variations). This is illustrated by the comparative S‑MPC vs. CPO
performance indices given in Table 6 for the case of perturbing the lumped impeller and
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engine inertia Iei in the simulation (AT) model, within the range of±20% from the nominal
value used in the S‑MPC and CPO control strategies. By adjusting the ONC clutch torque
through feedback actions, the S‑MPC strategy provides accurate inertia phase duration ti
for the perturbed ATmodel, while the open‑loop CPO control is sensitive to AT parameter
variations. Also, the RMS jerk and energy loss indices are closer to the nominal case in the
great majority of analyzed cases.

Table 6. Performance metrics of S‑MPC and CPO systems for different ratios of actual and nominal
engine + impeller inertia.

CPO S‑MPC

Iei/Iei,nom tshift (ms) ti (ms) Eloss (kJ) jRMS (m/s3) tshift (ms) ti (ms) Eloss (kJ) jRMS (m/s3)

0.8
576 223 9.1 3.34 621 266 9.4 2.59

(−7%) (−17%) (−6%) (+24%) (−1%) (−2%) (−5%) (−1%)

0.9
595 243 9.4 2.83 619 265 9.6 2.50

(−4%) (−9%) (−3%) (+5%) (−1%) (−3%) (−2%) (−4%)

1.0
619 268 9.8 2.69 625 272 9.9 2.62
(0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0% (0%) (0%) (0%)

1
650 299 10.1 2.68 619 267 10.0 2.94
(+5%) (+12%) (+3%) (0%) (−1%) (−2%) (+2%) (+12%)

1.1
680 330 10.4 2.75 627 275 10.2 3.11

(+10%) (+23%) (+7%) (+2%) (0%) (+1%) (+3%) (+19%)

1.2
576 223 9.1 3.34 621 266 9.4 2.59

(−7%) (−17%) (−6%) (+24%) (−1%) (−2%) (−5%) (−1%)

Similarly, the S‑MPC system has been found to be robust with respect to unmodeled
actuator dynamics. This is illustrated in Figure 17, where the ‘w/actuator dynamics’ case
concerns the use of a pure delay + lag clutch actuator model with the lag time constant of
30 ms and the pure delay of 10 ms, where only the latter is partly accounted for in the con‑
trol strategy through the correction (34). The actuator dynamics delay the clutch torque ca‑
pacities, which naturally causes a prolonged response in the open‑loop‑controlled torque
phase. However, the S‑MPC strategy maintains the inertia phase duration close to the tar‑
get value due to its feedback control ability, and at the same time preserves a high level
of stability.
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7. Conclusions
Replacing the powertrain dynamics model and related optimization objectives with

simplified, static expressions for inertia phase duration, energy loss, and inertia bump ob‑
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jectives, as functions of control input profile parameters, facilitates control parameter opti‑
mization and control performance algebraic analyses. The objective expressions have been
obtained for two characteristic control scenarios: (i) constant control inputs that includes
oncoming (ONC) and off‑going (OFG) clutch torque, and engine torque reduction; and
(ii) a piecewise linear profile of OFG clutch torque, while keeping the ONC clutch and
engine torque reduction constant.

Algebraic analysis was conducted based on the assumptions of constant output shaft
speed, linear ONC clutch slip speed profile, constant control inputs, and locked torque con‑
verter. The analysis has shown that the inertia phase duration can be reduced by boosting
the engine torque reduction, increasing the OFG clutch torque, and raising the allowable
level of inertia bump. When applying the OFG clutch control input, there is an inertia
bump level above which the clutch energy loss increases with shortening of the shift, thus
switching the Pareto frontier from 2D to 3D shape (all the three objectives become con‑
flicting). The above observations have been illustrated by static objective model‑based nu‑
merical optimization results. They both agree with the genetic algorithm‑based control
parameter optimization (CPO) benchmark results, which showed that by using the OFG
clutch control, the inertia phase duration could be reduced by 20% at the expense of clutch
energy loss rise of 4%.

The insights gained by applying the simplified off‑line optimization approach have
been employed for the derivation of an on‑line static model‑based predictive control (S‑
MPC) strategy. The S‑MPC strategy commands the oncoming clutch torque capacity on the
shrinking, inertia phase horizon based on two actions: (i) an oncoming clutch slip‑speed
feedback term designed to achieve the target inertia phase duration, and (ii) anticipation
of open‑loop mean‑value control actions of engine torque reduction and off‑going clutch
torque. The oncoming clutch torque capacity command is further modified by a control
signal difference dead zone element in order to suppress chattering effects. The simula‑
tion verification results have indicated that the S‑MPC strategy can provide performance
comparable to the CPO benchmark. For certain faster shift designs, S‑MPC outperforms
CPO in terms of reduced RMS jerk, owing to its ability to freely shape the ONC clutch
torque profile, as opposed to the piecewise linear open‑loop profile used in CPO. A ro‑
bustness analysis has shown that in the case of AT parameter variations the S‑MPC system
maintains the control performance (in particular the shift time) close to that of the nomi‑
nal system, i.e., within ±1% compared to ±10% in the CPO case. This is because of the
inherent ONC clutch slip speed feedback loop incorporated in the S‑MPC law. Similarly,
the S‑MPC system is rather insensitive to unmodeled clutch actuator dynamics.

Themain advantage of the proposed control strategy lies in its ability to provideMPC
functionality while being simple and practical to implement and tune. Since the S‑MPC
strategy relies upon the existing ONC clutch slip speed feedback in order to determine the
ONC clutch torque demand, it can readily substitute the existing closed‑loop controllers.
From the tuning perspective, the calibration engineer only needs to set the desired shift du‑
ration, while the time‑varying feedback gain is automatically determined by the strategy.
However, the strategy still relies on calibration or off‑line‑optimization of the open‑loop
OFG clutch torque demand and engine control input, and as such, it is strictly speaking sub‑
optimal. Therefore, the future work will mainly be directed towards the development of
more general, on‑line‑implementable, multi‑input MPC strategies. They would be aimed
at reproducing the CPO benchmark performance while incorporating inherent feedback
paths through all control channels. The herein presented and future MPC strategies are
aimed to be extended to torque phase control, as well.
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Nomenclature

Symbols Subscripts
I Inertia e Engine
i AT input shaft‑clutch torque ratio is Input shaft
g Clutch‑AT output shaft torque ratio io Input‑to‑output shaft
Eloss Dissipated energy in clutches os Output shaft
jRMS Root mean square of vehicle jerk ONC Oncoming (clutch)
t Time OFG Off‑going (clutch)
tshift Shift time 1 Off‑going clutch path
ω Speed 2 On‑coming clutch path
τ Torque
γ Gear ratio

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning
AT Automatic transmission
CPO Control parameter optimization
CTO Control trajectory optimization
OFG Off‑going clutch
ONC Oncoming clutch
RMS Root mean square
S‑CPO Static model‑based control parameter optimization
S‑MPC Static model‑based predictive control
SQP Sequential quadratic program

Appendix A. Clutch Energy Loss for Piecewise Linear Shape of Off‑Going
Clutch Torque

Solving Equation (14) for the control input profiles from Figure 8, which are charac‑
terized by the piecewise linear shape of the OFG clutch torque, gives the following final
equation for the total clutch energy loss:

Ei =
i1k1OFG t2
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(A1)

where ti is given by Equation (21), Ieq is defined by Equation (10a), and the following sub‑
stitutions apply:
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k1ONC = −i2
Ieq

k1OFG = −i1
Ieq

k1e =
Rτ
Ieq

∆t2 = t2 − t1
τeo = τei − ∆τeci

(A2)

Appendix B. Root‑Locus Analysis of Ringing and Instability Effects
The root–locus analysis is based on the transfer function of closed‑loop system con‑

taining the S‑MPC law given by Equation (31). First, the clutch actuator and driveline
dynamic are neglected, and the torque converter is assumed to be locked. Under those as‑
sumptions, the following discrete‑time AT transfer function is obtained from Equation (3):

GONC(z) =
ωONC(z)
τONC(z)

=
Lred(2, 4)Ts

z − 1
, (A3)

where Lred = UredA−1
redBred. Combining the feedback component of S‑MPC control law

(31) with Equation (A3) gives the closed‑loop characteristic polynomial:

N(z) = Num(1 + Go(z)) = z − 1 − Lred(2, 4)KTs (A4)

where Go(z) = −KGONC(z), and K is a time‑varying feedback controller gain defined in
Figure 13.

Figure A1a shows the root‑locus plot related to characteristic polynomial (A4) and
sampling time Ts = 10 ms. The closed‑loop system pole moves to the left and exits the
well‑damped area (ζ = 0.71) as the remaining inertia phase durationNf − k reduces, i.e., as
the feedback gain K(k) grows. This causes the ringing tendency in the early stage of inertia
phase. In the final stage of inertia phase, the closed‑loop pole eventually exits the stability
region (the unit circle), and the system becomes unstable.

Figure A1b shows the root–locus plot for the case of the full AT model, locked torque
converter, and the actuator dynamics described by pure delay of 10 ms and lag term with
the time constant of 30 ms. In addition to the ringing effect‑related pole (which are now
more suppressed, cf. Figure A1a), there is a pair of additional conjugate–complex poles
that exit the unit circle as the inertia phase progresses, i.e., K(k) increases. These poles
explain the instability effect.
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